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DISTRICT OF COLUMIA
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH

NOTICE OF FINAL RULEMANG

The Director of the Deparent of Mental Health, pursuant to the authonty set forth in sections
114 and 209 ofthe Mental Health Service Delivery Refonn Act of 2001 (Act), effective
December 1S, 2001, D.C. Law 14-56, D~C. Official Code §§ 7-1131.14 and 1231.09 (2001),
respectively, i-ereby gives notice of the of the adoption, on an emergency baSis, ofthe followig
new Title 22A D.C. Muncipal Regulations, Chapter 5. The new Chapter 5" entitled Use of
Restraints and Seclusion, sets fort the rules regardig the use of restraints and seclusion by
hospitals, residential treatment centers, site-based mental health cnsis emergency programs

: certfied by the Deparent of Mental Health (DMHand DMH contracted psychiamc cnsis
stabilzation programs, includig pre-requisites for the use of restraits and placement in .
seclusion, documentation and monitonng requirements, stafftraig requirements, and post-

restraint or post-seclusion actions. . .

Final action to adopt these rules was taken on July 25, 2005. Notice of Emergency and Proposed
,Ru1emakg was published on June 24, 2005 (52 D.C.R. 5957). Two earlier versions of these
'emergency and proposed rules were published on September 3, 2004' at 51 D.C.R. 8691 "'àd
December 31,2004 at 51 D.C.R. 11863 respectively. No comments were received on the rules
published on June 24, 2005. There have been no substantive changes made to the .proposed
: rules. These rules will be effective on the publication of ths notice in the D.C. Register.

jTitle 22A DCMR is amended by adding the followig new Chapter 5:

Chapter 5

Use of Restraints and Seclusion

1500 PURPOSES AN APPLICATION

500.1 The purose of these rules is to:

Provide a safe and therapeutic envionment for consumers;(a)

(b) Signficantly reduce the incidence of emergencies that necessitate the use
of restraints and seclusion;

(c) Establish positive, trsting relationships among consumers, famlies of
consumers, and mental health provider staff;

(d) Employ restraints and seclusion in an emergency, only in accordance with
ths chapter, and other applicable federal and Dismct laws and regulations;
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500.3
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500.5

500.6

500.7
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(e) Reduce and mize the use òfrestraits and seclusion in an emergency
in favor of less resmctive behavior management technques;

(f) Promote, faciltate and implement the use of consumer's advance
instrctions regardig treatment preferences in the event of a psychiamc
emergency;

(g) Faciltate appropriate placements and tranfers for'èonsumers, as

llecessar, such that the degree of control over consumers in the treatment
environment reduces or elimates the need for repeated or sustained use
of restraints and seclusion in 'an emergency; , . ,"

(h) Promote, facilitate, and implement intial and continuig education and
trainig prograns for mental health provider staff charged 

with applyig,
monitorig, and documentig the use of restraints and secluSion in anemergency; and " .

(i) Aid in the development of internal and external qualty improvement
processes to identify and implement ways úú which the use of restraits
aid seclùsion in an emergency may be reduced or eliated in favor of

more positive behavioral management technques with less potential nsk.

. The rules-in ths chapter are applicable to all mental health providers in the
Dismct. For puroses ofthis chapter, a mental health provider (M provider(s))
is any entity that:' ,
(a) Is operated, licensed, or certified by the Mayor to provide mental health

servces or mental health supports; or

(b) Has entered into ai agreement with the Mayor to provide mental health
servces or mental health supports. .

Consumers have the nght to be free from restraits or seclusion, of.any fonn,
imposed as a mean of coercion, disciplle,convenience, or retaliation by staff.

Restraints include devices and technques designed and used to control a
consumer's behavior in an emergency, as fuer descnbed in §502.

Seclusion is the involunta confnement of a consumer in a room or area where
the consumer is physically prevented from leavig, as fuher descnbed in §503.. ,
An "emergency" which may requie the use of restraits or seclusion occurs when
a consumer expenences a mental health cnsisand is presentig an iment risk

of senous injur to self or others.

Restraints and seclusion, as fuer described in §503 and 504 of ths chapter, may
only be used durg an emergency by trained staff, in accordance with the' .

requirements of ths chapter, workig at One of the following:
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(a) , A hospital when adnistenng inpatienfor emergency psychiamc
services;

(b) A residential treatment center (RTC) certfied pursuant to 29 DCMR §948
or under contract with the Dismct to provide mental health servces to
Dismct residents; .

(c) Site-based mental health crsis emergency programs certified by the
Deparent of Mental Health (DMH; or .

DMH contracted psychiamc crisis stabilzation programs.

Except for the MH providers specifically identified in §500. 7, restraints and
seclusion may not be used by any other MH provider under any circumstances.
An MH provider not specifically authoried to use restraints or seclusion must
comply With the requiements of §§519, 520 and 521 of ths chapter.

500.9 Restraints and seclusion shall not include:

(a)
, .

General protective securty measures includig, ,without limtntion, lo."cked
wards" or other special securty measures adopted in youth residential
treatment centers, maximum securty psychiamc hospitals or forensic
unts in psychiamc hospitals, or specific securty measures ordered by a
cour;

(b)

(c)

Time-out as fuer descnbed in §504.2; or

Protective measures as fuher descnbed in § 517.

501 GENERA PROVISIONS REGARING THE USE OF RESTRAT AN
SECLUSION

Each MH proyider shall comply with the requiements of this chapter regardig
the use of restraits and seclusion. Each MH provider shall have a policy
addressing the use of restrait and seclusion that satisfies the requirements of
§519.

501.1

501.2 Restraints or seclusion shall only be used in an emergency in compliance with thefollowig: .
(a)

(b)

The use of restraits or seclusion is, in the wwtten opinon of the attending
physician or physician assistant, necessar to prevent senous injur to the
consumer or others;

Less resmctive treatment technques have been med or considered and
determed to be ineffective to prevent seeollsinjur to the consumer or .
others; and
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501.3

501.4

501.5

501.6 .

(c)

(d)
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(c) The attendig physician or physician assistant gives a wwtten order, 

withn i
one (1) hour of the intiation of either restraits or seclusion, for the use of

restraints or seclusion. If the consumer's treating physician is available in
person at the tie the emergency arses, he or she is deemed to be the

attending physician for puroses of ths chapter.

Any use of restraints or seclusion with a consumer shall be:

(a)

(b)

Implemented in the least restrctive maner possible;

Implemented in accordance with safe and appropriate technques, which
inClude:

(1) The application of restraints or placement in seclusion by traied
and educated MH provider staff in a maner that is designed to
prevent seeous han to the consumer or others;

(2) The application of restraints or placement in seclusion that is
appropriate for the seventy of the consumer's condition or
behavior, as well as the consumer's chronological and ,"

developmental age, size, gender, physical, mental, and emotional
condition, and personal history, includig any history of 

trauma,physical, sexual or mental abuse; and .
/

(3) The application of restraints or placement in seclusion such that it
, is assured that the consumer is allowed to maitai normal bodily

processes, breathg patterns, and blood circulation durg the
entie time the restraint is employed.

Continually assessed, monitored, and evaluated; and

Ended at the earliest possible time.

All restraits shall be santized afer each use.

The health and safety of the consumer are of paramount importance at,all ties.

If a consumer demonstrates a need for medical attention in the course of an
episode of restraits or seclusion, medical pnonties shall supersede behavioral,
pnonties, the use of restraints or seclusions shall be terated imediately, ard

, the ~onsumer shall receive imediate medical attention.

Restraints and seclusion are not treatment modalities. Neither the use of 

restraintsnor the placement of a consumer in seclusion shall be included as a mental health
support orlUental health servce in a consumer's service plan. However, a service
plan may address the need for a reduction or elimnation of the use of restraints or
seclusion in an emergency, though the use of alternative behavior management
technques or other less resmctive interventions.
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501.7

501.8

501.9

501.10

501.11

502

502.1

502.2

502.3

Restraints or seclusion shall never: .

(a)

(b)

Be used as a means of coercion, disciplie, convenience, or retaliation;

Be used in any maner that obstrcts the aiays or impairs breathig;

(c) Take the fonnofpepper spray, mace, handcuffs, or electronic devices,
such as stu gu; or

(d) Be used simultaneously with another method of restraint, uness otherwse
permtted by ths chapter;

An order for restraits or seclusion shall never be wwtten in a non-emergency
situation; as a standing order, or on an as-needed basis.

Restraints shall only be used in a maner consistent with the manufactuer's
instrctions for care and use of the devices.

The effects of and any conditions, symptoms or injures resulting from any
restrait or seclusion used with a consumer shall be docUmented in the

consumer's clical record.
..¿-'

Specific policies and procedures for employing each method of restraint and
seClusion are set forth in this chapter. Any use of a restrait or seclusion on a
consumer by a MH provider's staff that is not in accordance with ths chapter
shall constitute a violation of this chapter, and may constitute a violation of other
Dismct or federal laws or regulations.

CONSUMR RIGHTS REGARING THE USE OF RESTRAS AN
SECLUSION

All MH provider staff shall treat each consumer receivig mental health servces
and supports with consideration and respect for the consumer's dignty, autonomy
and pnvacy at all ties. .
Each consumer shall be provided a verbal explanation of the MH provider's
Restraint and Seclusion Policy at intake or the next subsequent contact with the
consumer. If the consumer is a mior or a legally incompetent adult, the
consumer's parent(s) or legalguardian(s) shall also be given copies of the
Restraint and Seclusion Policy. .

Each MH provider shall communcate its restrait and seclusion policy in a
language the consumer, or the consumer's parent(s) or legal gurdian(s)
understand. When necessar, the MH provider shall provide interpreters or
translators, includig those for Amencan Sign Language.

"
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Each MH provider shall request consumers to sign an ackiowledgement of the
explanation: of the MH provider's Restraint and Seclusion Policy ahd document
the acknowledgement in each consumer's'clincal record.

Each consumer shall be provided the opportty to document his or her advance

instrctions regarding treatment preferences in the event of a psychiamc
emergency in accordance with the requiements of 22A DCMR Chapter 1 and '
DMH policy on the use of advance intrctions. If the consumer is a mior or
legally incompetent adult, the consumer's parent(s) or legal guardian(s) shall also
be given the opportty to document advance intrctions in accordance with the

requirements of22A DCMR Chapter 1 and DMH policy on the use of advance
instrctions.

, Advance instrctions regardig treatment preferences in the event of a psychiamc
. emergency shall be placed in the consumer's clical record in accordance with

the requiements of22ADCMR Chapter 1 and DMH policy.

RESTRAS GENERALY

Restraits shall include devices and technques designed and used to control a .c
consumer's behavior in an 'emergency.

Methods of restrait that may be prescnbed in an emergency for consumers
receiving services from an MHprovider identified in § 500.7 of 

ths chapterinclude: . ,'.', ' .
(a)

(b)

Four-point restraints;

Five-point restraits;

(c)

(d)

Physical Holds

Legally mandated restraints;

(f) ,

(g)

Medicalrestraits; and

Drugs used as a restraint;. .
Four-point resti~ts are the use of soft bracelets encasing the 'wwsts and anes of
a consumer lyig on a bed (face up uness medically coiitraadicated), which are
secured to the bed frame. Only restraint deVi~es approved by the federal Food
and Drug Admstration for four-point restraits may be ~sed.

Five-point restraits are a four-point restrait with the addition of a strap, which is

placed over the consumer's upper torso and under the 3nS and secured to the bed
frame. .
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A physical hold-isthe application of physical force by a staffpetson without the
use of any mechancal device, for the purose of restraing the free movement of
a consumer's body. A physical hold does not includebnefly holdig without

undue force a consumer in order to calm or comfort hi or her, or holdig a

consumer's hand to safely escort him or her from one area to another.

. Legally mandated restraints are the mechancal restraint of an adult consumer

. durg transport from a hospital toDismct of Columbia Supenor Cour or Federal
Cour or to a facilty putside of the hospital, applied in accordance with the order
of a U.S. Marshal, a judge or other law enforcement offcial or forensic servcespolicy. .
Medical restramts are the short-tenn use of physical restraint to faciltate
completion of an emergency medical or surgical procedure. Medical restraint is .

. limted to the durtion of the emergency medical or surgical procedure.

A drg used as a restraint is a medication that is used to control extreme
behavioral symptoms durg an emergency. Drugs admstered to a consumer on
a regular basis as par of the consumer's regular prescnbëd medical regien to

treat mental, emotional or behavioral disorders or to assist the consumer in ",'
gaing self-control in accordance with the consumer's servce plan shall not
constitute the use of a drg as a restraint, even if the purose of the drg is toçoiitrol ongoing behavior. .
SECLUSION GENERALY

Methods of seclusion that may be prescribed pursuant to this chapter include the
confement of a consumer alone in a room or an area from which the consumer:

(a)

(b)

Is physically prevented from leavig; or

Believes he or she canot leave at will.

Time out is not a fonn of restraint or seclusion. Time-out means a voluntar
procedure used to assist consliers to regai emotional control by providing
access to a quiet area orJunocked quiet room away from his or her imediate
envionment. A consumer who is physically prevented from leavig an area or
l~ to believe he or she canot leave an area at will is in seclusion, not in tie out.

SeciuSion is contraidicated for consumers who:

(a)

(b)

. Exhbit suicidal behaViors;

, Exhbit self-injurotis behaviors; or

(c) Have cert medical conditions that preclude seclusion, as determed by
a physician.,~
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PROHIITIONS ON THE USE OF RESTRANTS AN SECLUSION

In employig restraints and seclusion, the following measures are smctly
prohibited:

(a)

(b)

, TTe use of restraing nets;

Ambulatory restraits (restrts which allow the consumer to walk around

" while restraied, such as wwstletsor anets);

(c) The simultaeous use of restraints and seclusion, uness the consumer is
contiualy monitored face-to-face by a trained staff member, in
accordance with the MH provider's.DMH approved face to face
monitonng policy;

Restrait in the prone, face-down position unless determed medically
necessar by the attending physician;

(d)

(e)

(f)

"As needed" orders for restraints or seclusion;

The use of restraits or seclusion in excess of twenty-four (24) hours,oo
uness there is a cour order authoriing a longer duration;

The use of any restrait arol1d a consumer's neck;

Cov.errg of the consumer's face with any material or object durg the
process,of restrt or seclusion;. and

The use of unofficial restraints or seclusion, which includes any restrait
or seclusion applied without the wwtten authorization of the attending
physician or physician assistant. '

If an MH provider descnbed in §500.7 intends to simultaneously use restrait and
seclusion, the MH provider shall submit its face-to-face monitonng policy to
DMH's chief clinical offcer for review and approval. A face-to-facê monitonng
policy shall requie a one-on-one assignent of a trained staff personJo the
doorway of the seclusion room for the duration of 

the simultaeous use of the
restrait and seclusion. AnMH provider shall not simultaneously use restraint
and seclusion without the prior wrtten approval from DMH's chief clinical
offcer of its face':to-face monitonng policy. .

INITIATING THE USE OF FOUR-POINT AN FIVE-POINT
RESTRANTS OR SECLUSION

Unless otherwse specified in ths section or in federal regulations, only a
physician or a physician assistant, may order the use of restraints or seclusion.
Such orders shall be in wwtig, except as set fort in §506.2.
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506.2

" (b)

Z005 '

In emergency situations in which a physician or physician assistant is not .

imediately present, a consumer may be placed in restraints or seclusion by a
registered nurse (R before a wrtten physician's order is obtained. In suchcases:' .
(a) A verbal order shall be obtained from. the attnding or treating physician

or physician assistant and documented immediately. If a verbal order is
, . not obtaed from the attendig or treating physician or physician assistant

with fifteen (15) miutes, the restraints or the seclusion shall be
termated;

The RN in charge shall document as soon as-possible, but withi one (1)
hour of the emergency order: '.

(1)

(2)

Justification for the use of restraits or seclusion;

Alterative strategies which failed to manage the consumer's
behavior or why other strategies were considered but deemed
impractical or unafe; ,

(3) The consuter's curent behaviors and mental and emotional "".'
,status; and .

(4) The consumer's physical statu;

(c) The physician or physician assistant issuig the verbal order shall conduct
a face.;to-face assessment of the consumer withn one (1) hour of the
consumer,being placed into restraints or seclusion; and

(d) If the physician or physician assistat does nötconduct the face-to-face
assessment withi one hour of intiation of the restraints or seclusion so as
to conf the initial verbal order, the consumer shall be released at thattime. . , . .

The physician or physician assistant orderg the restraints or seclusion shall be
,available for consultation with MH provider staff thoughout the period the
consumer is restraied or secluded.

506.3

506.4 Any order for the use of restraints or seclusion shall not exceed the followingdurationallimtations: . . .
(a)

(b)

. ,Four (4) hours for adults;

Two (2) hours for children and adolescents nie (9) to seventeen (17)
years of age; and ' .

(t) One (1) hour for children under nine (9) years of age. .
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Any orders for restraints or seclusion may only be renewed for up to a maximum
of twenty-four (24) hours.

If the emergency precipitatmg the use of restraints or seclusion with the consumer
contiues beyond the limtations of the initial order, the RN shall immediately
contact the physician or physician assistant to receive fuer instrctions.

If the emergency precipitating the use of restraits or seclusion ends and the
restraits or seclusion are discontinued before the expiration of the ongial order,
a new order shall be obtaied pnor to reintiating seclusion or reapplyig
restraits. . . '
Any new order for the use of restraint or seclusion, or any order coiitiuig the

use of a specific restrait or seclusion for a consumer; or order for the use of a

, new restrait or placement in seclusion followig expiration of an intial order for
restraint or seClusion shall be given in accordance with ths section.

Each wwtten order for restraits and seclusion shall state:

(a)

(b)

The name of the physician or physician assistant giving the order;
..-.

The date and time the wwtten order was given;

(c) Whether the order was for the "intial" implementation of a restrait or
placement in seclusion or the "contiued" use of a restraint or seclusion;

(d) ThC?'specific restraits (four-point or five';point) or fonn of seclusion.
ordered, includig the authonied duration of the restraits or seclusion;

(e) Any special instrctions needed due to the cOnsumer's medical condition,
physical disabilty, or history of abuse;

If required, the need for monitonng of specific medical conditions 'or more
frequent monitoring of vital sigr; and '

(f)

"

(g) The behavioral critena for discontiuation of restraints or seclusion.

For each order for restraint or seclusion, the physician or physician assistant shall
also document in the consumer's clincal record, a note separate from the order,
which shall include:

(a) Any lessresmctive technques~ such as behavioral interventions or non-
physical interventions used, attempted, or considered pnor to ordenng the
use of restramts or seclusion, as well as the reasons those technques were
not used or were ineffective;

',238
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(b), .' Whether there are any pre-existing medical conditions or any physical ,~"
disabilties thálwould place the consumer at potentially greater risk durg
the use ofrestraints or seclusion;

(c) To the extent known, whether the consumer has a history of trauma,
sexual, or physical abuse that would place the consumer at greater
psychological risk durng the use of restraints or seclusion;

The basis, including a descnptionoftheconsmner's behavior and the .
circumstances leadig to the use of restrait .or seclusion, and justification
for ordenng the use of the specific restraint or seclusion;

(e) A sumation of the consumer's mental 'status 'at the time of the face-to- .
face evaluation by the physician; and.

(f) How the consumer was infonned,ofthe behavioral cntena for
discontinuation of restraits or seclusion.

The cntenon for release of a consumer from restraints or, seclusion is that the
consumer no longer presents an iment risk of senoUß injur to self or others,
rather than that a period oftÍme has passed.

SPECIFIC PROCEDURS FOR THE USE OF SECLUSION

When secludig a consumer, the following procedures shall be observed:

(a) . All potentially dangerous aricles shall be removed from the consumer's
person and the seclusion area;' '

If unclothed, the consumer shall be offered clothg at the earliest possibletime; .,
The consumer shall not be placed in any room or envionment where there
are potentially hazardous conditions, such as elecmcal outlets, frayed
wies, high temperatues, high humdity, or light fixtues in disrepair; and

The consumer shall be continually monitored as descnbed in §§508.3 and
SÒ8.4ofths chapter, and the physical, menta, and emotional needs of the '
consumer shall be given prompt attentiol1 at äll ties;

'-,

If the MH provider secludes a consumer under the age of eighteen (18) the
consumer shall be continuously monitored, face-to-face, by traied staff who shall
be at the doorway widow of the seclusion room for the duration of the seclusion
event.

508 MONITORIG THE USE OF FOUR-POINT AND FI-POINT
KESTRANT OR SECLUSION .
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Withi one (1) hour after initiation of 
the use of restrait or seclusion and

following thediscnntiuation of any restraits or seclusion of a consumer
pursuant to ths chapter, the physician or physician assistant shall conduct a face-
to-face assessment of the physical, behavioral, mental, and emotional status of the
consumer, including without limitation: '

(a)

(P)

The consumer's physical, mental, and emotional state;

Th~ consumer's behavior;

(c) The appropnateness and effectiveness of the restraints or seclusion
employed;

(d)

(e)

Any complications resulting from the use of the restraint or seclusion; and

Any medications ordered and the reasons for their use.

Such examation shall be documented in the consumer's clical record,

includig the date and tie of the examation, the name of the individual makg
thè'examation, and the fidigs of the examation.

'"

In addition to an assessment by the consumer's physician or physician assistant, a
trained' and competent staff person shall, in person, continuously monitor and
observe and reguarly assess the consumer thoughout the restraint or seclusion.

This monitorig and assessment shall be documented and shall include at ammmum: " .
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Fifteen (15) miute assessments for signs of injur or medical distress;

Hourly assessments of nutttion and hydration needs;

Fifteen (15) miute assessments for circulation and hourly opportties
for range of motion in extremities;

Elicitation of vital signs at implementation of restraits or seclusion, with
vital sign checks every fifteen (15) miutes for the fist th (3Ö)

miutes, and if stable, then hourly and then again upon release from
restraints. Ifunable to elicit vital signs at any tie, the staff shall
document efforts to obtain vital sign and the reasons it could not be done;

Hourly assessments of hygiene and elimiation needs;

Fifteen (15) miute assessments of mental health status; and

Mially, fifteen (15) miute assessments for readiess for
discontinuation of restraits or seclusion.. ,
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Remote observation of a consumer via video camera or other device or technque
is not permssible to meet the requirements of §508.3~

The consumer shall be released from restraints and seclusion when there is an
assessed stabilzation of behavioral status such that the consumer no longer
presents an imnent risk of senous injur to self or others, or when the order for
restraits or seclusion expires and is not renewed, whichever is earlier.

Restraints and seclusion may be termated upon authorlation of an RN, a
physician or a physician assistant, except in the case of an emergency, when any

0, sta may remove a consumer from restraits or seClusion to adminster'
emergency treatment, evacuate the consumer ITom a hazardous condition such as
ffre or flood, or if for any reason the restraint or seclusion is causing har to the
consumer's physical health or safety. '

POST EVENT ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF FOUR-POINT AND FIVE-
POINT RESTRA OR SECLUSION

All,staffinvolved in the use of restraint or seclusion shaH, with twenty-four (24)
hours of the application of restraint or seclusion, conduct a post event analysjs
among themselves regarding the events surounding the emergency that required
the use of restraits or seclusion. The post event analysis is separate from tpe

more fonnal treatment team debnefig descnbed in §§510 that is conducted by
the consumer's team.

The MH provider's nursing supervsor, the nursing supervisor's designee or nsk
manager shall chai the post event analysis meetig. ' The post event analysis
shall, at a mium, include a discussion of:

(a) The emergency that required the use of restraits or placement in
seclusion, includig a discussion of the precipitatig factors that led up to

the use of restrait or placement in seclusion;

(b) Alternative technques that might have prevented the use of the restraint or
seclusion;

(c) The procedures, if any, that staff are to implement to prevent any
recurence of the use of restraits or seclusion; and

(d) The outcome of the intervention, including any injures that may have
resulted .:om the use of restraints or seclusion.

Issues, concerns, and recommendations ITom the post event analysis meeting,
shall be documented, by the person chaig the meeting, in a maner consistent

with standard peer review and continuous quality improvement practices.. .
TREATMENT TEAM DEBRIFIG MEETING REGARING THE USE
OF FOUR-POINT AND FI POIN RESTRATS OR SECLUSION
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The consumer's treatment team shall conduct a treatmenUeam debnefig
, following each incident of restraint or seclusion. If use of restrait or seclusion
occured at a site-based mental health crisis emergency program certified by
DMH or at a DMH-contracted psychiamc crisis stabilization program, the '
treatment team members shall be deemed to include a representative from the
consumer's assigned core servce agency and the consumer's ACT team, if the

, consumer is curently authorized to receÎve ACT servces:

The treatment team debnefig is'a face-to-face meeting, which shall include
treatment team members, the consumer, and the consumer's famly members or
personal representativesjfthe consumer so consents and they are available.

The treatment team debriefig shall include discussions about the causes giving
nse to the emergency requig the use of restrait or seclusion and how ths
inònnation can be used to prevent futue occurences. .

The treatment team debriefig meetig shall be intiated by the consumer's
treatment team with twenty-four (24) hours followig each incident of restrait
or seclusion, or with the next business day in the case of weekends and
holidays. The treatment team debnefig shall result in the following outcomes: ,"

(a) Assisting the consumèr and staffin understading the precipitants which
may have evoked the behaviors necessitating the use of restraits orI . i.sec usion;

(b) AssistiIg the consumer in developing appropnate coping m,echansms or
alternative behaviors that could be effectively utilized should similar
situations, emotions, or thoughts present agai;

(c) Assistig the staff in developing appropnate alternatives to the,use of
restraints or seclusion; and '

(d) Developing and documenting, for inclusion in the servce plan, a specific
plan of interventions designed to avoid the futue need for the us~ ofrestraits or seclusion. " . ,

MH provider stafshàll document, in the consumer's clfucalrecord, the time and
place of the treatment team debnefig, the names of all individuals paricipatig

in the treatment team debriefig,-the names of the MH provider staff excused,
. from the treatment team debriefig and the reason for their absence, and any

, changes to the cÒhsuIer's Servce plan that result from the debnefig.

The consumer shaal be offered and provided any needed or desired counseling or
treatment for any trauma that may have resulted from the use of restraints or
seclusion. ' '
'MH provider staff shall notify the chief clinical offcer or medical diector for the

. MH provider each tiè resttaits or seclusion. for a conSller are used for a

',242
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period of more than twelve 
(12) hours or when two. (2) or mòre separate orders for:

restraints or seclusion of a consumer are given with twelve (12) hours of eachother. '
PHYSICAL HOLDS

A physical hold is the application of physical force by a traied or qualified staff .
person without the use of aay mechancal devic,e, for the purose of restrainng
free movement ora consumer's body. A physical hold does not include briefly
holding without due force a consumer in order to calm or comfort hi or her, or

;' holdig~' consumer's hand to safely escort bí or her, from one are to another.

A trained or qualified staff person may use physical holds, without a physician's
order, for up to fitteen (15) miutes in an emergency. where physical violence
agaist self, another person, or property is occurg. A physical hold is used
solely for the purose of preventig har to the consumer, the staff person, others

or property.

The attending or treatig physician shall order any use of a physical hold that will
last longer than fifteen (15) miutes. . k
A second traied or qualfied staff person shall be assigned to observe the.
consumer durg the use of a physical hold.

For any use of a physical hold longer than fifteen (15) miutes, the procedures set
fort ii §§506.3, 506.6, 506.7, 506.8, 506.9, 506.10, and 506.11ofths chapter

shall be followed.

Any order for a physical hold shall not exceed a total of one (1) hour.

The MH provider shall conduct a post event analysis and a treatment team
debriefig in accordance with the requirements of §§509 aid 510, respectively,

for any use of a physical hold longer than fifteen (15) miutes. .
MEDICAL RESTRANTS

Medical restraits may be us~ to admster medical or surgical treatment to an
uncooperative consumer, if:

(a) In the wwtten opinoII of a physician license4to practice medicine in the
Dismct, medical or surgical treatment is necessar to prevent the
imediate seeous injur or death of the consumer; and

(b) The procedures set forth in §§ 506.3, 506.9, 506.10 and §§508.1, and
508.2, governg the use of restraints, are followed.

The MH provider shall document in the. consumer's clical record that all
attempts to gain the consumer's cooperation though less resmctive mean have

'(243
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failed, or that makng such attempts would delay the necessar emergency
treatment and fuer jeopardize the consumer's life and safety.

The documentation in the consumer's clinical record shall also describe the
circumstances that give rise to the medical emergency, as well as the reasons why
restraints are deemed necessar to admster the needed treatment.

In the event the consumer is a minor or an adult with a legal guardian, the parent
or guardian's consent shall be obtained if possible. If the parent or guardian is not
available, the MH provider shall document all attempts to gai the parent's or

guardian's consent, or that makg stich attempts would delay the necessar
emergency treatnent and fuher jeopardize the consumer's life and safety.

The least resmctive and most comfortable restraits available shall be used as
necessar to accomplish the emergency medical or surgical procedure. The
restraits may only be applied for the duration of the procedure and then shall be

removed.

The use of restraits to perfonn routine medical procedures, such as phlebotomy,
ure screen, or x-ray is prohibited, uness infonned consent to the restrait is
obtained from the consumer or the consumer's surogate healthcare decision- "".
maker pursuant to 22A DCMR Chapter 1. The consent shall be in wwting and
placed into the consumer's clincal record for each procedure.

LEGALLY MAATED RESTRANTSd .
This chapter'does not govern the use of legally mandated restraints. Legally'
mandated restraits are restraints ordered by a cour of law or restraints that are
applied, monitored, and removed at the discretion of a law, enforcement offcer,
such as a Deputy United States Marshal, an agent of the Secret Servce, or an
officer of the Metropolitan Police Deparent, with custody of a consumer, or
restraints applied by hospital stafftö a maximum securty consumer when being
transported outside the facilty, in accordance with forensic servces policy' .

approved by the chief clincal officer ofDMH.

Metal handcuffs and anets aae prohibited, except with maximum secuuty
consumers, who are secured by forensic servces personnel in accordance with
forensic servces policy approved by the chief clical offcer ofDMH, or the
order of a judge, U.S. Marshall or other law enforcement agency with appropnate
jursdiction for transport to: ( ,

(a)

(b)

The Dismct of Columbia Superior Cour or Dismct Cour of Appeals;

Ány Federal Cour;

(c) Any facilty outside of the hospital's forensic servces facilty, includig,

but not limited to facilties outside the hospital grounds.

)(244
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All procedures requied for application of emergency restrait, which are set fort

in this chapter shall be followed, uness specifically superseded by cour order or
the policyofthe law enforcement agency with custody ofthe consumer.

DRUG(S) USED ,AS A RESTRAT

Only a physician licensed to practice medicine in the Dismct may order a drg(s)
to be used as a restraint.

A drg(s) used ~ a restraint is permtted only in an emergency when the
consumer presents an iment nsk of serious injur to self or others and when

, alternative technques are detered to be ineffective to prevent serious injur to
the consumer or others.

The use of drgs to control extreme behavior shall not be adminstered with the
intention of imobilizing the consumer's movements or rendenng unconscious.

The physician ordenng a drg(s) to be used as a restraint shall conduct a face-to-
face assessment of the consumer withn one hour of admstration of the
medication.

~..;

Each verbal or wwtten order for a drg(s) to be used as a restraint shall state:

(a)

(b)

The name of the physician givig the order;

The date and tie the wwttenorder was given;

(c)

(d)

The specific medication and dosage to be adminstered;

The target symptom or behavior for which the drg is ordered;

(e) Any special intrctions needed due to the consumer's medical condition,

physical disabilty or history of abuse; and .

(f) If required, the need for monitonng of specific medical conditions or more
frequent monitonng of vital signs.

For each order, the physician, physician assistant or RN shall also document in
the consumer's clincal record, a note separate from the order, which shall
include; .

(a) Any less resmctive technques, such as behavioral interventions or non-
physical interventions used, attempted, or considered pnorto ordenng the
drg;

(b) Whether there are any pre-existig medical conditions or any physical
disabilties that would place the consumer at potentially greater risk due to
the use of the drg; and

'7245
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. (c). The basis, includig a descnption of the consumer's behavior and the
circumstances leadig to the use of the drg.

514.7 A traied competent staff person shall regularly assess the consumer for the fist
two hours after the drg is admstered. Ths assessment shall be documented
and include:

(a) Assessments fQr sign of injur or medical distress shaH be done every

fifteen (15) miutes; and

(b) Elicitation of vital sign upon admstenng the drg with checks every
fifteen (15) miutes. Ifunable to elicit vital signs at anytie, the staff
shall document effort to obtai vital sign and the reasons it could not be

done.

515 USE OF RESTRATS OR SECLUSION wwm SPECIA
POPULATIONS

515.1 Consideration should be given to removig dentues or other dental devices either
.pnor to the use of restrts or seclusion, or at the earliest opportty after
intiation of restraits or seclusion. ~.'

515.2 Ony soft restraits may be used with frail consumers. Leather restraits should
never be used with frail consumers as these may cause lesions or fractues,
especially in cases of osteoporosis.

515.3 Consumers afected by mental retardation or developmental disabilty who
become agitated or violent should be carefully assessed for an underlyig medical
condition that may be causing the behavioral change.

"(246
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Children and youth residig in inpatient hospital settgs, or residential treatment
centers shall receive an assessment to identify those who have experienced
physical, psychological, or sexual trauma, including abuse, and those at high risk
for seclusion and restraint events for any reason. The assessment shall include a
review ofthe child or youth's medical condition and any disabilty.

The assessment referenced in §515.4 shall be completed within twenty-four (24)

hours of admission. . .

With the exception of physical holds as defied in ihs chapter, the use of restrait
or seclusion with children or youth who have been sexually or physically abused
withn the past two years is smctly prohibited.

For children and youth residing in hospitals or RTCs, intial servce plans shall
include positive interventions to avoid the use of seclusion and restraints,
especially for children most likely to lose self-control.

For consumers who are deaf or unable to speak, any use of restraint or seclusion
must include constat one-to-one observation. Efforts'to communcate with the
person using sign language or in wrting, must be made and documented in,the
clinical record.

INJUY OR DEATH AS A RESULT OF. RESTRANT OR SECLUSION

If a consumer is injured durg the process of being placed in restraints or
seclusion or while in restraints or seclusion, MH provider staff shall:

(a) Imediately obtain iiedical treatment from qualified medical personnel
for the consumer;

(b) Document in the consumer's clical records the injures and any
treatment provided for these injures;

(c) Complete and submit a major unusual incident report to the DMH Office
of Accountabilty; and .

(d) Document in the consumer's record and submit a major unusual incident
report to document any injures to staff resultig from the use of restraits

or seclusion durg an emergency.

Any death that occurs while a consumer is in the process of being restrained or
secluded, while the consumer is in restraints or seclusion, or any death that could
reasonably have been the result of 

the use of restraint or seclusion shall be:

(a)

(b),

Documented in the consumer's clincal record;

Reported immediately (but no later than one (1) hour after discovery of
the death) to the DMH Office of Accountabilty; and

',24.,
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(c) Reported to any other federal or Dismct agencies as required by federal
and Distrct laws and regulations.

Staff involved in applyig restraits or seclusion to abate an emergency that

results in injur to the, consumer or staff shall meet with supervisory staff to
evaluate the circumtances that caused the injur and develop a plan to prevent

futue injures. The meeting and evaluation of the circumstances that caused the
inur and development of a plan to prevent futue injures may occur in
conjunction with either the post event analysis described in §509 or the treatment

team debriefug described in'§510.

PROTECTIV MEASURS

Protective measures involve the use of genchairs, chairs with trays, bed rails,
. straps, mitts or other devices which resmct fteedom of movement or access to
one's body in order to prevent falls, mainta postue and for other medical

puroses.

All MH providers may use protective measures in accordance with the
requiements of ths chapter.

.f:-"

Protective measures shall be used only as a l;;t resort when other adaptive or
assistive devices, physical therapy, or environmental changes are inadequate to
prevent injur to the consumer.

The application of any protective measure that involves a physical restrait (a

device, material, or apparatus that the consumer canot easily remove) may only
be applied in accordance with the procedures set forth in § § 506.1 - 506.11 and
§508 of ths chapter. All other protective measures may be applied pursuant to

the procedures set fort in ths section: '

A RN may intiate the use of protective measures but shall obtain a verbal order
,ftom a physician or physician assistant, witt one (1) hour of initiating protective
measures. The initiation of protective measures shall be based on a doçumented
assessment of the consumer's history aad condition that indicates the strong
probabilty that substantial har to the consumer will occur in the absence of such

measures.

If the consumer is a mior or an adult who has a legal guardian, the MH provider
staff shall notify the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) that the consumer has been
placed in protective measures promptly after the initiation of these measures.

Use of protective measures requires a Wrtten time linited order by the attendig

or treatig physician. An order for protective measures may be wwtten for up to. twenty-four (24) hours. "
Scheduled observations for consumers in protective measures shall be made every
fifteen (15) miutes and documented in the consumer's c.fuical record.
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Trained nursing staff shall penodically assess any consumer in protective
measures. The protective measures shall be discontinued as soon as alternative
measures for safety are feasible.

Physical needs of consumers in protective measures shall be promptly met. The
consumer's physical condition shall be assessed, and the opportty for personal
care, includig fluids, bathoom use, rage of motion, meals, and hygiene shall be
provided and documented thoughout the use of the protective measures. The
consumer shall be monitored and assisted by:

, (a)"
Recordig the consumer's physical condition every fifteen (15) miutes;

Assessing for safety, circulatio~ and comfort every fifteen 

(15) miutes;(b)

(c) Providing an opportty for hourly access to the bathroom (or more often
as appropnate) while the coi1uner is awake;

(d) Providig an opportty for regular meals with any needed special

precautions taen;

(e)
, . 'iiProvidig an opportty for fluids at least every one (1) hour while the

consumer is awake; with fluid tye and amOl1t recorded when consumed;

(f) Providig an opportty for range of motion of extremities every two (2)
hours while the consuper is awake; and

(g) Providing an opportty for a bath or shower at least once each twenty-
four (24) hour or mort often when necessar.

A servce plan update is requied for any consumer ÏÏ protective measures in '
excess of twenty-four (24) hour. The servce plan shal address the use of

alternative interventions to reduce the need for protective measures. '

Al protective devices shall be santized afer each use.

Protective devices shalIonly be used in a maner coIIistent with the
manufactuers instrctions for case and use of the devices.

NOTIFICATION OF P~NT(S) ORLEGAL GUARIA(S) OF USE OR
CONTINUATION OF RESTRATS OR SECLUSION

If the consumer is a mior or an adult with a legal 'guardian the MH provider staff
shall notify the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) of 

the consumer who has been
restraied or secluded with two hours of the intiation or continuation of any
restraits or seclusion.

The MH provider staff shall document in the consumer's clincal record that ,the.'
, parent(s) or legal gudian(s) were notified of 

the us~ of the restraints, including

'(24~
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the date and time of notification and the name of the MH provider staff member
providing the notification.

In the event the parent(s) or legal guardian(s) canot be located, dilgent effort to
contact them shall be 'documented. .

MH PROVIDER POLICIES AN PROCEDURES

Each MH provider shall establish, maintain, and adhere to wwtten policies and
procedures regardig the use of restraints' and seclusion for consumers that
comply with applicable federal and Dismct laws and regulations. A MH provider
that is not specifically authonzed to use restrait and seclusion pursuant to
§§500.7 shall establish a policy smctly prohibitig the use of restraits and

seclusion at anyile, although the policy shall also require reporting of the use of
restraint or seclùsion and staff trainng.

The wwtten policies and procedures for the MH providers identified in §500.7

shall descnbe the followig:

(a) , How respect for consumers and their famlies will be maitaied pnor to,

durg, and after the utiliation of any method of restrait or seclusion; ¿,

(b) The use of a consumer's advance instrctions regarding treatment

preferences in the event of a psychiattc emergency and how those
treatment preferences will be honored.

(c) The process or opportty for a consumer who is in restraits or seclusion
to maitai perSonal care, paricipate in personal cae processes, engage in

, nonnal bodily fuctioning (includig access to toilets), receive
nounshment and fluids, exercise libs, have a systematic release of

restrained libs, and receive other necessar care durg and immediately
after the utilzation of any restraits or seclUsion;,

(d) The process for ensurg and monitonng the safety and hygiene of a
consumer who is in restraits or seclusion; ,'., , ,

(e) The DMH-approved policy for face-to-face monitorig required by §505.2
for MM providers using restraints and seclusion simultaneously;

The process for monitorrg the space used for restraint'or seclusion to
ensure a comfortable room tennreratue and necessar light at all ties;

(f)

(g) How the physical, mental; and emotional well being of the consumer will
be promoted and maitaiied at all ties durg the use of restraint andseclusion; . '

'1250
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(h) How the consumer's modesty, appropnate visibilty to others, and

comfortble body temperatue will be maitaed and :monitored at all
times durg the use of restrait and seclusióñ;'.

" ,(k)

(I)

, (P)

(q)

(r)

(i) Whch staf are responsible for examg and monitonng the consumer
pnor to, durg, and after the utiliation of any method of restrait or
seclusion;'" . " "

(j) Whch sta have authonty to order the intiation of and discontinuation of
restraits and seclusion; , ,

, What technques sta should use prior to using restrts or seclusion;. . . . .. . . . .
What assistace shal be provided to a consumer'~ho has been placed in
restrts or seclusion to assist the consumer in meetig the critena for
discontiuation of the restrts or seclusion, which sta are responsible

for proVidig ths' assistace, ,and documentation requiements;

(m) Whch sta are responsible for rèportg any injuues or death of a
consumer being placed in or while in restrts pr seclusion;

",

(n)

. .
The traig requiements for all sta that have diect contact with
consumers as requied by these rules; ,

(0) The process for debnefig the consumer and the conser's famly, if

appropnate, and MI provider sta followig the use of any restrait or, seclusion; " , ,,. ,. .., .
The process for reviewig compliance with the l4 provider's restrait

and seclusion policy by~all MH provider staff;

The' process for coinplyig with reprtg requiements and other exteral
mandates regarding the use of restraits or seclusion on consumers;. and
.~., . ", .

Inonnation on how ä consumer may contact the Dismct's 'Protection and
Advocacy program~ iicludig the name of the progr and its address and
. phone nuuber. , . .

~19.3
" " . .. .' . ..

MH providers shall include consumers and famlies in fonnulating the MH
. provider's restrait and seclusion policy. '.. ' .

;,.

IŠ19A
. . ,

Each MH provider shall enSufe'that all MI provider' staf'including
admstrative, clencal, anci support sta comply wjth the MH provider's
restrait and seclusion policy. '

t"
cS20 MH PROVIER REPORTING REQUIMENTS

.
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Each MH provider shall provide certification of its compliance with ths chapter
to DMH within th (30) days oftheeffective date of ths chapter and anually
thereafter. TheMH provider shall prepare its initial and anual certification of
compliance with ths chapter using a format approved by DMH.

If a MH provider has provided a wwtten attestation of its compliance with federal
rules and regulations governng the use öfrestraints and seclusion to the Dismcts
Medicaid Adminstration Agency (M), the MH provider shall also provide
DMH with a copy of the MA attestation.

Each MH provider shall report the death of a consumer or other senous injur that
may have reasonably resulted from the use of restraint or seclusion to DMH in
accordance with DMH's unusual incident reportg policy as set fort in §516.1
and 516.2, anØ applicable federal and Dismct laws and regulations.

Each use of restrait or seclusion shall be reported to the MH provider's quality
improvement commttee for review, discussion, trend analysis and any
recommendations for programatic or treatment changes~

The DMH Deputy Director for Accountabilty may requie an external review of a
MH provider's use of seClusion and restrait based on increasing or excessive'"
utiliation patterns, injures to sta or consumers, or deviations from ths policy.

The MH provider shall also comply with any reporting requiements deemednecessar by DMH~ ., .
STAFF EDUCATION AN TRAG

Each MH provider identified ir §500.7 shall design and implement a traig and

education program for all MH provider staff aied at mizing the use of
restrait and seclusion and maximing safety for consumers and MH provider
staffwhen restrt or seclusion are used. '
Each MH provider shall requie all staff members to receive effective, ongoing,
competency-based education and trainng on the followig:'

(a) , Understanding and appropnately responding to uiderlyig behaviors of

consumers that precipitate the use of restraints or seclusion;

(b) Technques to identify staf interactions, consumer medical conditions,
and enviontental factors that may mgger consumer behavior resulting il
the use of restraints or seclusion; .

(c) The use of de-escalation and other non-physical behavior management
technques, such as mediation, confict resolution, active listenig, and
verbal and obserational methods, to reduce or elimate the use of

restraits and seclusion; , '
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The safe use of restraints and seclusion, including the ability to recognze
and respond to signs and symptoms of physical, mental, medical or
emotional distress, or impainnents or injur in consumers who are
restrained or secluded; and

Cardiopulmonar resuscitation (CPR), including certification and periodic
re-certification in CPR.

Each MH provider identified in §500.7 shall require all staff members who are
. authonzed to physically apply restraits or seclusion to receive ongoing traing
."and demonstrate competence in the 'safe use of restraints and seclusion, including:

521.3

(a)

(b)

(c)

Acceptable technques for physically holding a consumer;, ,
Acceptable take-down procedures; and

Acceptable means for applyig and removig all tyes of restraits used,
including protective measures.

Each'MH provider identified in §500.7'shall requie all staff members who are
authoried to perfonn fifteen (15) miute assessments of consumers in restraiits
or seclusion to receive ongoing traing and demonstrate competence in:

521.4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

521.5

Takg vital signs and interpreting their relevance;

Recognzing numtional and hydration needs;

Checkig circulation and range of motion in extremities;

Addressing hygiene and elination needs;

Addressing physical and psychological statu and comfort;

Assisting consumers in meeting behavioral cntena for the discontiuation

of restraits or seclusion; and

Recognzing when to contact a physician or emergency medical servces
to evaluate or treat a consumer's physical condition.

Each MH provider identified in §500.7 shall requie all staff members who are
authonzed to intiate the use of restraints or seclusion, or to perfonn evaluations
of consumers who are in restraints or seclusion to receive education about and
demonstrate competence in:

(a) Recognzing how age, developmental considerations, gender issues,
cultual issues, ethcity, traumatology, and history of sexual or physical

abuse may affect the way in which a consumer reacts to physical contact;.and ' ,
'''253
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(b)
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The use of behavioral cnteria for the discontiuation of restraints or
seclusion and howto assist a consumer in meeting the critena.

All staff employed by MH providers shall demonstrate their competencies, as
specified in ths section, on an anual basis.

Each MH provider shall ensure adequate levels of staffig and appropriate
stafg confguations, at all ties, based on factors such as the physical

environment, consumer diagnosis and needs,co-occurg conditions, acuity
levels, and the age or developmental status of each consumer.

Each MH provider shall include an anual evaluation of the factors set fort in
§521.2 in its staffperfonnance evaluation or quality improvement program.

, Each Mi provider shall document in the staff personnel records that necessar
trainig; education and competency have been successfully completed.

Documentation shall include the date traig was completed, the tye of traig

completed, and the name of the indiVidual certfying the completion of traig.
All traig programs and mateeals used by each MH provider shall be made

available, upon wwtten request, for review by DMH. .":'

VIOLATIONS OF TIDS CHATER

If the consumer or any thid pary believes that the consumer's nghts with respect
to the use of restraits or seclusion have been violated for any reason, such
consumer or thid par may file a grevance in accordance with the procedures
prescnbed in 22A DCMR Chapter 3.

Vi~lations of ths chapter may subject the MH provider to sanctions to be
determed by DMH. Sanctions may include reporting to the Center for Medicare
and Medicaid Servces and/or suspension or revocation of the MH provider's
licensure,or certification, depending on the natue of the violation.,

DEFITIONS

"Assertive communty treatment or "ACT" -- intensive, integrated rehabiltative,
cnsis, treatment, and communty support provided to adult consumers with
serious and persistent mental illness by an interdisciplinar tèam, in accordance

, with the requirements of 22 DCMR Chapter 34.

"Assertive Communty Treatment team" or "ACT team" - the mobile inter-
disciplinar team of qualified practitioners aid other staff irvolved in providingACT to a consumer. '
"Attendig physician" -- the physician on duty or on call at the MH provider at
the time an emergency requig the use of restraits/seclusion occurs. In some
instances, the attending physician may also be the consumer's treatig physician.
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, '''Cardiopulmonar resuscitation" - an emergency technque to revive somebody
. whose hear has stopped ,beating that ilvolves cleanng the person's airways and

then alternating heart compression witl mouth-to-mouth respiration., ', ,
"Consumet' -- an adult, child, or youth who seeks 'or receives mental health
s~ces or mental health support in the Dismct of Columbia under Chapter 5 of
Title i1 of the Distrct 6fColumbia COdë, or Chapter ~ of Title 24 of the Dismct
of Columbia' Code, regardles's of whether, the person; s statu is volunta, non-protestig, 'or ~volunt8!', '

';,' "Consumer statement of treatment preferencts" - a document or fonn completed '
by a coiier in accordance With Dismct otColiibia Offcial Code §7-1231.01

that iidicates the consumer's preferences regardig the use of seclusion or

restrts and less restctive alternatives to be used, or attempted in a psychiatrc

emergency sitution. , l\ ,cOnsUmer statement 'of treatIep,t pr~ferences may be
contaed in either a Declartion, of Advance ,lItrctions or D~able Power of
Attorney for Heath~arè. ' ' , , ,

"Core serces agency" - 'a DMH-certfied communty~based provider of menta'
heath rehabiltation',servces that has entered into a'Human Care Agreemet with
DMH to provide SpeCified servces ard seres as the clical home for consumer
enrolled in and eligible to,receive rnenta health rehabiltation serces.

''DMH' - the Deparent of Mental ',Health the successor in interest to the
Distrct of Columbia COmmssiòn,on Menta Health SerVces., '
''Emergency'' - it situtioII ii which a. consller' is expenencing a mental health
cnsis and is presentig an iment risk of seeoUs injur to self or others., '
''ForeIIlc servces" :- the progg operated by DMH at Sait Elieth HospIta

, tht provides cQur-ordered, and leg~y mandated n:enta. health servces to

perso~ who are involved in ,the .cra1 jusce systl and requie inpatient

pretral examiition and treatment;' inpatient hospitátion and treatment due to
a verdict of not gulty 'by reason of inanty and inpatient hospitaization while
servg a pnson sentence. " ,, , ,
"Inpatient menta health servce" -' residence and treatment provided in a
psychjamc hospita or uut, which is 'licensed or operated ~~ the Mayor. '

,"Maximum secuuty consUmers'" - thóse perons who have been commtt~ to
either DMH or Sait Elibeth Hospita by the CCal Division, of the local or
federal cour or the Deparent of Corrections and who reside: on a maxum
secuuty unt with the forenic servce, program.

, "Mayot' ., mean the Mayor of the Distrct of Columbia or any executive brach
~gency the May~r may designate for puroses ofthis chapter. . ' .
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''Mental health provider" or ''M Provider" - any entity that is (1) operated,
licensed, or certfied by the; Mayor to provide mental health servces or mental
health supports; or (2) that has entered into an agreement with the Mayor to
provide mental health services or mental health supports.

AUG 5 2005

"Physical hold" -- the application, of physical force without the use of any
mechancal device, for the purose of restrainng the free movement of a
consumer's body.

''PhysiCian'' -- a person licensed under the laws of the Dismct of Columbia to
practice medicine, or a person who practices medicine in the employment of the
governent ofthe United States.

~'Physician assistant" - a health professional who meets the qualifications for

licensure as a physician assistant by the Dismct of Columbia Board of Medicine
and who is licensed in the Dismct of Columbia as a physician assistant, or a
person who practices as a physician assistat in the employment of the
governent of the United States. '
'''Registered nurse" or "RN" -- a person licensed as a registered nurse-;in
accordance with applicable Dismct of Columbia laws and regulations or a person
who practices nursing in the employment of the governent of the United States.

"Restraints" -- a physical restrait or a drg that is used for the purose of
restrait. Restraints do not include a physical hold of fifteen (15)- miutes or less

in duration.

"Seclusion" -- any confement of a consumer alone in a room or an area which
the consumer is either physically prevented from leavig or from which the
consumer is led to believe he or she canot leave at will.

"Serious injur -- any signficant impainnent of the physical or mental condition

of a person, as determed by qualified medical personneL. This includes, but is
not limted to, bur, lacerations, bone fractues, substantial hematoma, and

injures to internal organs, whether self-incted or inficted by someone else, as
well as emotional trauma requinng specific services and supports in addition to or
beyond those mental health services and supports already being received by the
person.

"Servce plan" - the individualized recovery plan for adults or the individualized
plan of care for children/youth, which includes the consumer's treatment goals,
strengts, challenges, objectives, and interventions.

"Site-based crisis emergency providet' - an MH provider certfied by DMH to
provide cnsis emergency servces in accordance with 22 DCMR 3419 and
provides cnsis emergency services pursuant to the tenns of a human, care

agreement with DMH. The modifier, "site-based" refers specifically to those
servces provided in the physical facilty of the cnsis emergency provider (in, ''1256 '
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contrast to its communty-based, outreach servces). A site-based cnsis
emergency provider must have the abilty to provide psychiamc emergency

treatment including the continuous' availabilty of an on-site or on-call

psychiamst, the contiuous availabilty of a fonnular of psychotropic

medications, nursing staff contiually availa~le to give emergency orders for the
use of restraints and the appropriate equipment.

"Staff'-- those individuals with responsibilty for managing a person's health care

. or paricipating in an emergency and who are employed by the MH provider on a
full-time, par-time, or contract basis, including without limitation physician,

',,' nurses, orderlies, resident physicians, interns, and direct care workers.

"Treating physician" - the physician, who may be a psychiamst, responsible for
the regular and oiigoing mental health treatment of the consumer. In some
instances, the consumer's treating physician may also be the attendig physician. ,
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